3. Original Description: Tilla County Surveyor Set a post and marked it BT
28° S 49° E, 15.60 ft, 48.14 LKS
30° S 49° E, 16.35 LKS.

4. Description of Current:
Tilla County Surveyor R. 11 SET a post and marked it BT
28° S 49° E, 15.60 ft, 48.14 LKS
30° S 49° E, 16.35 LKS.

#909

5. Investigation Notes:
I found a 40° S 49° E, 40 LKS. With Fair Scribe Marks 7 SUT.
I found 28° S 49° E, 43 LKS. With Fair Marks Rotted Off.

6. Signed: Leonard Whilmore, Deputy Surveyor. Date: 2-14-68

PERPETUATION RECORD

Monument: I set 1" yellow pipe 3' above ground and mark 2 new B

Accessories:
16" Fir, S. 79° E, 15' FT, MKD. 45 280 CS BT.
16" Fir, N. 80° W, 11 FT, MKD. 45 210 CS BT.

WITNESS: Fred Johnson

PUT CS LOCATION TAGS ON BT.


13. Recorded By: Field Book: Page: 

14. Agency: Volume: Pos:

Set By: Title: 

Remarks: Leonard Whilmore is a Deputy Surveyor. He is authorized to re-witness any future Evidence.